
CanoE vS KayaK

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES?

This guide will compare canoes vs kayaks to showcase their 
unique qualities and explore their differences.

Several health benefits are associated with
kayaking and canoeing, including:

The
BeneFits

+

Reduced levels of stress 
and anxiety

Increased muscle 
strength

Improved alertness and 
focus

Improved lung and 
heart health

Decreased insomnia 
symptoms

Increased feelings of 
joy and satisfaction

CanoE GuidE

The AnatOmy
oF a CanoE

The AnatOmy
oF a  KayaK

KayaK GuidE

The earliest  waterborne vessels 
created by humans.

Likely built out of hollowed-out 
tree trunks.

This method of digging out tree 
trunks created the name of the 
first canoes; Dugout Canoe.

Early humans used canoe to 
cross lakes and rivers & also for 
fishing.

Contemporary canoes aren't 
typically made of hollowed-out 
trees. Instead, they're made of 
lightweight plastic, fiberglass, 
or high-grade inflatable pvc.

Likely created by the Inuit and 
Aleut people more than 5,000 
years ago.

Made of light driftwood or a 
combination of animal skins 
and bones.

Had two primary purposes: 
Helping people cross frigid 
waters and giving hunters a 
strategic advantage against 
seals, walruses, and other 
native animals.

Today, kayaks are still used for 
fishing and transportation.

They're also an excellent
source of recreational fun.
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CanoE vS KayaK

DIFFERENCES EXPLAINED

Canoes are far heavier and more challenging to maneuver. Canoeing typically 
is best with at least 2 people, while kayaking can be a solo activity.1

Canoeing is typically a slow-paced recreational activity. But there are several 
ways to kayak. You can go fishing, tackle white water rapids, or enjoy a 
tranquil float down a gently flowing stream.

2

Unlike canoes, most kayaks have a wraparound body with a small central 
opening that allows paddlers to sit down inside.3

Many kayaks also have an enclosed hatch or bungee cord securing area; some 
have more than one. This hatch or securing area acts as a small storage space 
for accessories or dry items.

4

Canoes, on the other hand, don't have cockpits or storage hatches; although 
you can store things in the open areas of the canoe.5

CANOEING AND KAYAKING
TIPS FOR BEGINNERS
Most kayaks are lightweight, making them far easier to control and faster, while 
getting the hang of canoeing typically takes time and plenty of practice.

Heavy canoes can be challenging to navigate, especially when floating across shallow 
rivers or through weedy marshes.

To ensure you enjoy your first few kayaking or canoeing experiences,
you can improve your chance of success with these tips:

Practice your
paddling technique

Prepare a change
of clothing

Bring plenty
of sunscreen

Invest in a
comfortable seat

Check the weather
in your area

Double-check
your gear

Avoid drinking
alcoholic

beverages

Let friends or family 
know where you are and 

what you're doing

INFLATABLE KAYAKS AND CANOES
High-quality inflatable kayaks and canoes are exceptionally portable, allowing 

owners to make spontaneous trips to local parks and rivers. Imagine being able to 
explore the wild outdoors at a moment's notice! Inflatable kayaks and canoes offer 

that freedom.

Because kayaks are well-suited to both individuals and partners, anyone can go
kayaking. But, of course, you might want to familiarize yourself with some begin-

ner-level tips and tricks if you're new to paddlesports.
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https://www.montereyboats.com/The-Very-First-Boat-1-655.html#:~:text=The%20oldest%20boat%20to%20ever,Drents%20Museum%20in%20Assen%2C%20Netherlands.&text=In%20addition%20to%20dugouts%2C%20reed,the%20earliest%20vessels%20in%20history.
https://adventure.howstuffworks.com/outdoor-activities/water-sports/kayaking4.htm
https://adventure.howstuffworks.com/outdoor-activities/water-sports/kayaking4.htm
https://www.splashymcfun.com/collections/inflatable-kayak-for-sale
https://www.splashymcfun.com/products/sea-eagle-travel-canoe-16
https://www.splashymcfun.com/blogs/news/
https://www.splashymcfun.com/blogs/news/canoe-vs-kayak-what-are-the-differences
https://www.splashymcfun.com



